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Reflections on Eucharistic Living
Part 5 - The breaking of the bread (b)


In the last section we considered one facet of the “breaking of the bread”–the “epiphanic”, the “breaking open” of ordinary, surface-level reality.

Probably a more obvious aspect of the “breaking of the bread” is the sacrificial.  This is no doubt in the forefront of our consciousness in the liturgy; the most usual “fraction anthem,” after that immensely full silence at the breaking of the bread, is “Christ our Passover is sacrificed for us...”  In this remarkably dense, “packed” phrase, which we get from Paul (I Corinthians 5:7-8), Christ is identified as the paschal lamb--an identification which is made almost explicit in the Gospel of John, where Jesus is identified as the “Lamb of God” from the beginning, as we saw in last week’s Gospel, and where Jesus’ crucifixion occurs at the very time when the passover lambs were being sacrificed in the Temple.  He also is himself our “Passover,” our paschal feast, our deliverance from bondage into freedom; he himself IS this center of the Biblical story and of Biblical faith; he is our Exodus and our Easter.  “Christ our Pascha”: “Pascha,” wonderfully, means all of that.  And he is that in being sacrificed.

“Sacrifice” involves death; the Greek word used here implies killing, or slaughtering.  Our word “sacrifice,” however, simply means making holy, specifically by being given or devoted to God.  Yet sacrifice and death are closely intertwined, of course; even when Paul exhorts Christians “to present yourselves as a living sacrifice,” he does so against the backdrop of that Baptism by which we “were baptized into his death,” and “buried with him by baptism into death.”  “Our old self was crucified with him so that the body of sin might be destroyed...”  (Romans 12:1; Romans 6:3-6)

When we actually listen to these graphic words, they’re stunning, even shocking.  Experientially, we’re a long way from the familiarity with either crucifixion or with animal sacrifice that Paul and the early Christians knew.  Even death itself we still largely hold at a distance in our culture.  Yet here we are in touch with something which seems to be very deeply rooted in human religious awareness, something primitive and powerful:  that the only way something can be entirely “made holy” or devoted to God is through death.

Cathy tells a story about a Communion service in Haiti which made a profound impression on her.  As the woman presented each person with the cup, she looked at each one and said, with great intensity and gravity, something like, “Are you willing to share Christ’s death?”  NO one of those devoted Christians lightly said yes to this; some, Cathy says, considered this question for a full minute or more before daring to drink of that cup, the cup of Christ’s sacrifice, of his blood poured out for us.  The cost, in Haiti, was often both immediate and great.  But, however lightly and however joyously we receive it, that is what we are accepting, every time we do this in remembrance of him.

We should not forget that discipleship means “taking up a cross and following” Jesus, nor that living Eucharistically means dying: dying with Christ, into Christ; letting our old selves be crucified; dying willingly all those “little deaths” along the way to that death which will be our exodus indeed, the door of eternal life.  Nor, I think, should we forget that the immensity of joy and celebration and thanksgiving of the Eucharist is not only counterbalanced and given depth by the reality of “breaking” as sacrifice, the constant re-presentation of Christ’s one eternal sacrifice, but is part and parcel with it; they are, at bottom, one reality.

The “sacrificial” and the “epiphanic” aspects of the “breaking” are so intimately intertwined!  So often it is only when there is some breaking–some breaking down of defenses, some encounter with the weight of our own helplessness and brokenness, some death of our own plans, hopes, securities, competencies, some suffering and dying, that a situation or a person are “broken open” so that we can see something of their meaning, and something of God’s glory.

Like the seed which must fall into the ground and die, and only so bears much fruit, so we (as we might imagine a sentient seed doing) confuse our defensive “shells,” the husks of our lives, for the real thing, and fearfully resist their breaking and crumbling.  Yet at the heart of our faith is the affirmation that our lives are shaped by the Paschal mystery; that it is by dying with Christ that we live: and this means not only the physical death itself, which completes for us what we can’t do for ourselves, but all the little deaths along the way.   Moreover, how could the Communion bread (thinking, now, of a loaf, not wafers!) actually be “given” if it were not broken?

So another aspect of this third great act of the Eucharist, celebrated “always and everywhere” in daily life, is our willingness to accept our daily dyings into Christ, those little deaths that come to us, often, in very ordinary and undramatic ways: like the frustration of our own plans, the hurt of being overlooked, misunderstood, or taken for granted, the minor irritations and inconveniences of life, the pain and suffering and dependence that come with illness or aging, the interior struggles and sometime lack of any comfort or light in prayer, all of that.  There is none of this, nor of anything else that might befall us, great or small, which cannot be joined with Christ’s cross, taken into the Paschal mystery, and made a means of life indeed, for us ourselves and for the world.

And part of the mystery of the Eucharist, and indeed of the Paschal Mystery itself which the Eucharist celebrates and embodies, is that these “little deaths” are not only part of the WAY to life; they are already being transformed INTO life: and, while a good deal of the time we can have very little sense or experience of this, sometimes, maybe, we do know them to be strangely illuminated and graced, and rejoicing in suffering is not such a strange idea after all, and we’re taken up into that awe-filled, wondrous silence beyond words of the Breaking of the Bread.




Questions for reflection:

– What forms does the Way of the Cross assume in your life at this point?  Do you find it to be the way of life?  What helps with this?


– Are you willing to share Christ’s death?  (Think of this next time you receive the Cup.)


